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Abstract-An analytical investigation on the mechanical instabilities of aortic walls is 
performed. On the basis of histological evidence and the properties of aortic tissues 
reported in the literature. the aorta has been considered as a nonlinearly anisotropic. 
viscoelastic and incompressible circular cylindrical membrane. The theory of small de- 
formation superimposed on a state of known finite deformation has been used in carrying 
out the analysis. A constitutive stress-strain relation which takes into account the above- 
mentioned mechanical properties of aortic tissues has been considered. On the basis 
of the analytically derived criterion, the stability of the middle descending thoracic aorta 
has been studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As in structural engineering, studies on the stabilities of blood vessel walls are important 
for many obvious reasons. A detailed discussion on vessel stability and the importance 
of the study of this problem had already been outlined in the recent communications of 
Taira and .Sato[ l] and Misra and Roychoudhury[Z]. A brief mention about this important 
phenomenon still seems to be essential. The correlation between the critical closure of 
small blood vessels in the microcirculatory system and the phenomenon of vessel insta- 
bility was pointed out by Burton[3] and Nichol et n1.[4]. Taira and Sato[l] stated that 
aneurysms of the abdominal aorta are caused by hardening of the aorta due to sclerosis. 
which can further cause instabilities of the vessel wall at a smaller circumferential ez- 
tension ratio than in the case of walls of normal blood vessels. The concept of the blolv- 
out phenomena in polymer engineering may be useful in studying the mechanism of aortic 
aneurysms, since there exists a similarity between their configurations. Moreover. the 
blow-out phenomena, critical closure and dilatation of aortic aneurysms have been re- 
ferred to as mechanical instabilities of blood vessel walls. 
The instability of extended and distended elastic membraneous cylindrical bodies was 
studied by Crisp[S] who employed the principles of the mechanics of finite deformations. 
Corneliussen and Shield[6] studied the stability for a Mooney material by using the theory 
of a small deformation superposed on a known state of finite deformation. The mechanical 
equilibrium of blood vessels has been investigated by Azuma and Oka[7], who applied 
the law of Laplace. However, the law was shown as being inadequate to study equilibria 
of thick-walled vessels. Taira and Sato[l] studied the stabilities of carotid and femoral 
arteries by assuming, for simplicity, that the wall tissues are elastic, isotropic and incom- 
pressible. Quite recently, Misra and RoychoudhuryCZ] put forward an analysis for studying 
the stability of blood vessels by accounting for the experimentally established mechanical 
properties of wall tissues, viz. viscoelasticity, orthotropicity and nonlinearity, as did An- 
liker er a/.[81 and Gow and Taylor[B]. (These properties were paid due attention in several 
recent studies made by us-Misra and Chakravarty[lO], Misra et a/.[1 l] and Misra and 
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Roychoudhury[ 12, 131.) The stability analyses of the blood vessels mentioned above were 
carried out for thick-walled vessels. However, there are some important blood vessels 
whose walls are considerably thin. Attinger[l4] pointed out that the descending thoracic 
aorta is a thin-walled vessel. Moreover, while investigatmg the collapse of tubes, 
Brower[lS] expressed dissatisfation even for large deformation analysis based on the 
assumption that the vessel wall is thick. Thus the aforementioned analyses are not very 
suitable for studying the case of thin-walled vessels. Keeping this in mind. in order to 
study the mechanical instabilities of thin-walled blood vessels, e.g. middle descending 
thoracic aorta, an attempt is made to analyze the stability problem in light of the membrane 
theory. 
For this purpose, the constitutive relations for blood vessel tissues proposed by Vaish- 
nav et a1.[16] together with the material relaxation functions determined experimentally 
by Young et a[.[171 have been used. As indicated earlier, the analysis has been carried 
out under the purview of the theory of small deformation superposed on a known state 
of finite deformation (Green and Zerna[I8]). This theory has been preferred because it 
possesses a strong potential for removing the nonlinearities of the system of equations to 
be tackled during analysis. By using the analytically derived criterion for stability. the 
stable region for the middle descending thoracic aorta has been investigated. 
2. THE PROBLEM AND ITS ANALYTICAL TREATMENT 
We consider a segment of the aortic blood vessel modelled as a cylindrical membrane 
of uniform cross section made of an incompressible, nonlinear- and viscoelastic material 
having three orthogonal planes of material symmetry. In its undeformed state Bo, where 
there is no arterial pressure and no axial force, the length. midwall radius and midwall 
thickness of the vessel segment are denoted by Lo, Ro, and ho, respectively. Let 8’ (i = 
1, 2) be a coordinate system defined on the averaged surface of the membrane in the state 
Bo with 8’ as the distance from the plane ,r3 = 0 measured in the direction of the x3-axis 
and 0’ the length of the arc measured from the plane .K? = 0 along the Iine formed by the 
intersection of the middle surface and the plane ,r3 = constant (Fig. 1). The third coordinate 
O3 will be measured relative to the direction of the external normal at every point of the 
surface. 
The position vector a from the origin of a fixed rectangular coordinate system x’ to a 
point (e’, 0’) on the middle surface of the undeformed state B0 is given by 
e2 
el + R. sin - 
i > &I 
e2 + 8’ e3 
with ei, ez and e3 as the unit vectors along xi, .K? and .K~ directions, respectively. 
Defining aj as the base vector on the middle surface, and denoting by aij, a G the 
components of the surface metric tensor, one may write 
da 
ai=s, au = ai.aj, 
a = (aij( 
Then it follows that 
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems in the (Bo) undeformed and (81 deformed states of the membrane. 
Now, we consider the vessel segment to be in a finite deformation state B (Fig. I), 
which is due to the application of a simultaneous inflation and extension similar to the 
physiologic type of loading. Then the radius of the middle surface becomes R, R&, the 
length of L = LOAI and the thickness h = h&3, where A,, A2 and A3 are the extension 
ratios in the axial, circumferential and radial directions, respectively. The position vector 
A to the same point of the deformed middle surface corresponding to the coordinate system 
X’ is given by 
with Ai as the base vector; AC and A” are the covariant and contravariant components of 
the surface metric tensor for the deformed configuration given as under 
A? Ai*Ai [ Ai 0 1 A” = [ l/A: 
0 
= = 0 A3 7 0 l/h; 1 ’ (1) 
Since the vessel wall material is treated as incompressible, we have 
1 
A3 = - 
A,A2 ’ 
(3) 
The constitutive stress-strain relations for aortic blood vessel tissues are (Vaishnav et 
a/.[ 161) 
~22”“ft - ~1, I - 1 , 
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K”““(t - T,. t - T~)~,,(~,)~,,(T~) d;, dT2 , 1 (4) 
where S,, S,. S, are the physical components of stresses in the radial. circumferential 
and axial directions, respectively, El, and Ez2 are the Lagrangian strain components in 
the axial and circumferential directions. respectively, and dots denote time derivatives. 
In the above relations, S, is negligibly small in comparison to SO and 5,. 
Also, the physical components E,,,, I1 and E’2j,2’ o f the Lagrangian strain tensors El, 
and EzI. are respectively given by 
E (II(l) = $(A: - I) and Etz,clr = &(A? - 1). (5) 
The components of stress resultants @’ are given by 
s@ = ,$S”@, (6) 
where Sap are the physical components of the stress tensor (3” = s,, X22 = s,, S” = 
s,, 9’ = SO). 
The theory of small deformations superimposed on a state of large deformation for 
membranes (Corneliussen and Shield[6]) will now be used for the derivation of the equa- 
tions of motion. For this, let us consider the application of a small additional axially 
symmetric motion on the state B, which is given by the displacement vector field EW, 
where E is a small quantity such that second and higher powers of E may be neglected. 
The aorta may now be considered to be in a state B’ in which the terms describing its 
stressed and strained states including the wall thickness will acquire small increments. 
The covariant components of the vector field W with respect to the coordinate system 
in the state B are 
w, = h,w(e',t), w2 = 0. wj = u(e',r). where 8’ = AI:. 
where u and IV are the physical components of the displacement in the radial and axial 
directions, respectively. The metric tensor of the superimposed state is given by 
A’ a@ = We.@ + W,,, - 1 r& W, - 2B,,W,, 
where 
B =P 
= A-WA 
A _+.(A, x Ad, 
rg, = +AUh[A~p.p + &.P - AP-,.A]. 
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From these relations, one obtains 
and 
A’ = A,,A12 + AllAi 
. 
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To obtain the stress-strain relations for the superimposed state B’, we consider the 
response of the aortic segment in the finite deformation with a unit step strain superim- 
posed on it whose strain history is given by 
E~l,,l,(t) + E&,C)(f) = (a + ea’)H(t)* (8) 
E,,,(I,)~) + l E;z&t) = (6 + ~6’Mt). 
where H(t) is the Heaviside step function, and E&, denotes the physical components of 
strain for the additional deformation: a and 6 are given by 
CI = f(h$ - 1). 6 = $(A; - 1). 
With the use of the strain history (81, the stress resultants for the additional deformation 
state can be obtained as 
s;, = h’& + hS; and 3; = h’s, + hS;. (9) 
Here Sk and Sk are the physical components of stress and 6’ is the incremental wall 
thickness in the superimposed state. One can write 
h’ = hoh;, 
where A; is the incremental extension ratio in the radial direction. 
Further the stress-components and their increments are given by 
SH = 60, s, = *o, 
S! = S’ L + s’i d” 
z R. J az ’ 
(10) 
where the derived expressions for $0, 9,,, S&,, SI&, Sg,, S’& are shown in the Appendix. 
From the incompressibility condition (3), A3 can be expressed as 
1 1 
0 
l/2 
A3=-= - 
A,Az A 
[using (211, 
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which gives A; for the superimposed state as 
Hence h’ can be readily obtained with the help of (11) through the use of the expressions 
for ti and A’ as given in (2) and (7). 
Now, on substitution of the expressions for 5,. 5;. S,, 5; from (IO). along with (1 I) in 
(9). we have the components of the resultant stress in the superimposed state as 
where the derived expressions for p’, B”, y’ and y” are shown in the Appendix. 
The equations of motion for the superposed small additional deformation are (Corne- 
liussen and Shield[6]) 
where 
r6”, = +Aa”[A&xy + A&p - A&J + +A’Uh[Aip.y + &.g - A~~.J and 
B’ -P = -& [Ah,p.(A, x Az) + A,.a*(A, x Ai - A; x A,)] - 6 Bap, (14) 
PO being the density of the wall tissues of the undeformed membrane and f” the com- 
ponents of the acceleration vector for the additional deformation. Now, with the help of 
(6), (7). (12) and (14), the equations of motion (13) in a steady state reduce to 
3. LATENT INSTXBILITk 
Let us first confine our consideration to a study of the latent instabilities (Corneliussen 
and Shield[6], Misra and Roychoudhury[l]) of an aortic segment bounded by planes z = 
0 and z = 1. As pointed out by Ziegler[l9], the analysis of latent instability is often quite 
convenient because this does not require any consideration of the eigenvaiues and ei- 
genvectors of the concerned equations. 
In case the aortic segment has fixed ends and the solutions of (15) are taken in the 
form 
(with B,, Bz and a as undetermined quantities), the characteristic equation of (IS) is found 
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in the form 
in which 
( TPa’ + RP - SQ)a’ = 0 
Now, the values of c1 for which Br and f?: can be nonzero are given by 
a = 0, 0, = 
/SQ - RP 
k’ TP ’ 
It may be noted that the type of solution to eqns (13) depends on the sign of (.SQ - RP)/ 
TP. Accordingly, we shall consider two possible cases in the sequel. Setting (SQ - RP)I 
TP = y’, the solutions for u and W, in the case when y > 0, may be put in the form 
MT = Al + Al=. + A; sinh y: - Ah cash yz, 
S 
N = --A- - p y[Aj cash y: f Ad sinh yz], 
R- Q 
(171 
where Ai (i = 1 to 4) are arbitrary constants. Furnishing the requirement for the nontrivial 
equilibrium configurations with the application of the boundary conditions into (171, the 
stability region may be characterized by 
T> 0, SQ - RP > 0. (18) 
If y < 0, the condition for the nontrivial equilibrium configuration can be written as 
f(y) = 1 - cos y - My sin y = 0 (19) 
with y = yl, M = RPIZSQ. 
It may be noted that f(y) > 0 for 0 < J < _ 7;i when 0 < M < l/2. When y = 61 = 2~. 
the static (latent) instabilities may occur. 
Thus the equality 
RP - SQ 4? 
TP =F 
gives rise to the stable region for the aortic wall as 
0 < RP - SQ < 4TP+lF. (20) 
Thus it follows that for either of the two cases, there are no static instabilities in the region 
Tz 0, RP - SQ < 4 TPdl’. (21) 
This implies that instabilities can occur only outside this region. 
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In view of the fact that blood vessels in a state of physiological loading can undergo 
large deformations and that in a state of large deformation. the inertial forces affect the 
generated stress-field to an appreciable extent (Misra and Chakravarty[lO], Misra and 
Singh[Zl] and Misra and Roychoudhury[72]), we shall now make an attempt to take into 
account the inertial forces acting on the aortic segment considered. 
4. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
For studying the dynamic stability, let us assume the solutions for 11 and K’ as 
and 
Then from (15), we have 
with 
(22) 
In the situation when the axial force is absent, putting T = 0. the above equations reduce 
to 
p a%, ali, 
- + Q x + At’, = 0, 
a? 
(R + v2)u, + .s 2 = 0. 
(23) 
The solutions of these equations may be taken in the form 
(u,, LV,) = (C,, C2)epz (24) 
with 
[ 
v’(R f v’) 
I 
I ‘1 
p= t 
SQ - P(R + v’) 
and C,, C2 as arbitrary constants. 
Considering the positive sign, the general solutions for II[ and it’s can be written as 
11 I = D, sinh pz + D2 cash p:, 
)V , = D3 sinh l3z + D4 cash j3:, 
where Di (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are arbitrary constants. As mentioned earlier, since the ends of 
the aortic segment under consideration have been assumed to be fixed. we must have 
sinh p/ = 0. 
This gives pl = nni (n being integral). 
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Then 
v,5 = f[(pF _ R) = {(pig -R)= + 4igk}“2], 
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where k = RP - SQ. Instability may occur for k < 0 when 
2 
P 
nz3TiTz -- 
1’ R 
> 
< 4 $$ (SQ - RP) 
which also may be expressed as 
* + R ? p 1’ < 4 n%+ I’ SQ. 
This cannot be true, since SQ < 0. Thus the points along the line T = 0 are stable for 
the region SQ - RP > 0. But when T = 0, RP - SQ = 0 and 2, = 0, there is instability. 
If there is axial force, T Z 0. For such a situation, substituting (24) into (22) and then 
eliminating C, and Cz we get the characteristic equations, the roots of which are given 
by 
P’ = & [SQ - RP - (P + T)v’ 
? {(SQ - RP - (P + T)v’)’ - 4TP(R + L+}“~]. (26) 
If the four values of l3 are denoted by + 6, and c &, the general solutions of (22) ma! 
be expressed as 
and 
in which E,, El_, EX and E4 are arbitrary constants. Applying the fixed end conditions on 
(27), we obtain a set of four simultaneous algebraic equations involving E,, E-, E3 and 
E4. Elimination of these constants from those equations gives (through a sequence of 
tedious calculations) 
(6, + Mu + P6,&) sinh v I = k(6, - 82)(v2 - P6,&) sin 
The frequency parameter w’ may now be obtained from (28) together with (26). 
In the region characterized by T < 0, there is a negative solution for 2. In this case. 
writing 6, = d, and 82 = idz (d,, dz being real and positive), the relation (28) can be 
expressed as 
x(v’) = [&u’ + Pd;)’ - &(I? + Pd?)‘] sinh d,f sin dzf 
+ [2d,dz(v’ + P&)(v2 - P&)1 (cash d,l cos dzl - 1) = 0. 
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It can be shown that for large 1 uz 1, the quantities within the square brackets are negative 
and hence there must be one solution ? to eqns 126) and (78) in a certain range for y2 
such as a2 < V’ < a’ < 0, where ~(a’) > 0 and ~(a?) < 0. Hence the system is unstable 
in the region T < 0. 
For T> 0 and SQ - RP > 0, it can be easily shown that there cannot exist any negative 
solution Y’ for any possible values of 6’ and I$. This indicates that the region defined by 
the above inequalities is stable. On the basis of similar arguments, it is further found that 
the system is also stable when T > 0, 0 5 RP - SQ < ?TP.$/f but it is unstable when 
T > 0, RP - SQ > 4TPdIP, because only in this last case, the solution for 2 can be 
negative. This leads one to verify that for the aorta under consideration, the inequalities 
(21) may serve well as the criterion for stability. 
5. COMPUTATIQNAL RESULTS FOR THORACIC AORTA 
On the basis of the stability criterion derived above. the (static) stability region has 
been estimated numerically for the middle descending thoracic aorta by using the material 
relaxation functions reported by Young et a1.[17]. The relaxation functions (in units of 
16 N/m’) are listed as follows: 
C,,(t) 
= g.p22( f) 
= 0.237 + 0.023 exp( -0.13P.“). 
C,,(t) = pll(t) = 0.189 - 0.019 exp( -0.06P.“). 
C12z(r, t) = jK”““(t, t) = 0.017, 
C&t, t) = $??2222”(t, ) = 0.001 - 0.007 exp(-0.16r0-‘0), 
C&f, t) = K=““(t, t) = 0 0 9 + 0 078 exp( -0.75r”~“o), . 2 . _ 
Cz(t) = Kl122(f) = 0.032, 
C&t) _ = AK”“([) = 0.32, 
C&t. t) = F”‘“(t, t) = 0.2 + 0.022 exp( - 0.66P.6’). 
C&f, t) = #““= (t, t) = -0.013 - 0.017 exp(-0.3110.“3), 
C&f, t) = SK”“” (t, t) = 0.01 + 0.025 exp(-0.11P.6’). 
The length of the aortic segment has been taken to be 1 = 30 mm. Further we took t = 
0.8 sec. In view of the fact that for blood vessels in biro, h,e[l.B, 1.611 and Az41.17. 
1.721, we shall be interested in the values A’ and h2 which are numerically greater than 
unity. It is worthtvhile to mention here that the regions of stability and instability are 
different for different blood vessels and also for different instants of time. From the sfa- 
bility diagram (Fig. Z), the values of Al corresponding to some specific values of AZ are 
mentioned in Table 1 together with the values computed by Misra and Roychoudhury[Zl 
Table 1. Values of longitudinal and circumferential extension ratio 
A,(present study 
for thoracic 
aorta) 
A,(computed by 
Misra and 
Roychoudhury for 
thoracic aorta) 
A ,(Taira and h ,(Taira and 
Sato. for Sato for carotid 
femoral artery) artery) 
1.5 0.825 2.040 l.3ou 0.875 
2 0.808 0.600 1.500 1.313 
2.5 I.250 1.100 2.OOil 1.870 
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Fig. 2. Stability region for the middle descending aorta in AI-AZ plane. 
for thoracic aorta and those reported by Taira and Sato[ I] for femoral and carotid arteries. 
In conclusion, we would like to reiterate that the pathological state of the blood vessel 
is also a very important factor in the determination of the stability region of the vessel 
wall. 
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APPENDIX 
4” = fA;[K”“(t)(X; - 1) + K”“([)(*; - ,) + .@+=,t, r)(Af _ 1)’ 
+ $K’=“‘(r. t)(h; - ))(A; - I) + fi(“““([, f)(Af - I)‘], 
, -I,?, , 
\ve = 1Ai[K --([)(A: - 1) i K -““(r)(A; - I) + ~~‘1Z2ZZ([, [)(A; - 1)’ 
+ @?“‘“(r, r)(A; - ])(A; - 1) + fi”““(t, [)(A; - I)‘]. 
&, = Al[j$“(r) + ~“““(r, r)(A; - 1) + f~“““(r, [)(A; - I)] f 2 ? . 
s;;, = A,A;[K’“‘(t) + @““‘([, r)(A; - I) + +‘“(r. [)(A; - I)], 
sir = A;A2[z”2’(r) + jj”““=([, [)(A; - 1) f f(‘t’“‘(Ai’ _ I)], 
s;, = A:[??““(?) + ;??““‘(t. r)(A; - 1) + K”““(t, t)(A; - I)] + 2 F . 
P’ = A,&, - &; $0. 
7 
f3 
,I I 
= X3.‘% - 7 $0, 
ATA: 
y’ = A3SJr - +; *‘o. -f 
y” = h3S5 - -$ qo. 
, 
